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The non-pharmaceutical intervention of social distancing is a 
key policy to reduce the spread of COVID-19 by maintaining 
physical distance and reducing social interactions1. The aim is 

to slow transmission and the growth rate of infections to avoid over-
burdening healthcare systems—an approach widely known as flat-
tening the curve2. Common social distancing measures are bans on 
public events, the closure of schools, universities and non-essential 
workplaces, limiting public transportation, travel and movement 
restrictions, and limiting physical interactions.

Social distancing interventions during previous outbreaks (for 
example, during SARS-CoV (severe acute respiratory syndrome 
coronavirus) in 2003) have often been based on expert recom-
mendations rather than scientific evidence3. Existing research has 
mostly evaluated travel restrictions, school closures or vaccines4,5. 
Cancelling public gatherings and imposing travel restrictions 
decreases transmission and morbidity rates6, with mixed evidence 
on the efficacy of school closures7. Virtually no research exists on 
strategies based on individuals’ knowledge of their social surround-
ings, yet interventions are only effective when the public deems 
them acceptable8. Few have considered social networks, or if they 
did it was in relation to vaccinations9, contact tracing or analysing 
the spread of the virus8,10.

Since most facets of economic and social life require 
person-to-person contact, strategically reducing contacts is favour-
able to complete isolation. Increasing contact can likewise counter 
negative social, psychological and economic costs of quarantining 
individuals over prolonged periods of time and avoid compliance 
fatigue11. To achieve this aim, we propose behavioural network-based 
strategies for selective contact reduction that every individual and 
organization can easily understand, control and adopt. Applying 

insights from social and statistical network science, we demon-
strate how changing network configurations of individuals’ contact 
choices and organizational routines can alter the rate and spread of 
the virus by providing guidelines to differentiate between high- and 
low-impact contacts for disease spread. We introduce and assess 
three strategies (contact with similar people; strengthening contact 
in communities; and repeatedly interacting with the same people 
in bubbles) that rely on less confinement and allow strategic social 
contact while still flattening the curve. Our approach balances pub-
lic health concerns with social, psychological and economic needs 
for interpersonal interaction.

Flattening the (infection) curve operates to decrease the number 
of infected individuals at the height of the epidemic, by distributing 
the incidence of cases over a longer time horizon2. This is largely 
achieved by reducing the reproduction number (R), which rep-
resents how many individuals are infected by each carrier. Social 
distancing policies are implicitly designed to achieve this by limit-
ing the amount of social contact between individuals. By introduc-
ing a social network approach, we propose that a decrease in R can 
simultaneously be achieved by managing the network structure of 
interpersonal contact.

From a social network perspective, the shape of the infection 
curve is closely related to the concept of network distance (or path 
lengths)12, which indicates the number of network steps needed 
to connect two nodes. Popularized examples of network dis-
tance include the six degrees of separation phenomenon13, which 
claims that any two people are connected through at most five 
acquaintances.

The relationship between infection curves and network distance 
can be illustrated with a simple network infection model (Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1a,c depicts two networks with different path lengths, each 
with one hypothetically infected COVID-19 seed node (purple 
square). At each time step, the disease spreads from infected nodes 
to every node to which they are connected; thus, in the first step, 
the disease spreads from the seed node to its direct neighbours. 
In the second step, it spreads to their neighbours, who are at net-
work distance 2 from the seed node, and so on. Over time, the virus 
moves along network ties until all nodes are infected. The example 
shows that the network distance of a node from the infection source 
(indicated by node colour in Fig. 1a,c) is identical to the number 
of time steps until the virus reaches it. The distribution of network 
distances to the source thus directly maps onto the curve of new 
infections (Fig. 1b,d).

In our example, both networks have the same number of 
nodes (individuals) and edges (interactions); however, the net-
work depicted in Fig. 1c has a much flatter infection curve than 
the network depicted in Fig. 1a, even though all nodes are eventu-
ally infected in both cases. This is because the latter network has 
longer path lengths than the former one. In other words, there is 
more network distance between the individuals due to a differing 
structure of interaction, despite the same absolute contact preva-
lence. When adopting a network perspective, flattening the curve 
is thus equivalent to increasing the path length from an infected 
individual to all others, which can be achieved by restructuring 
contact (besides the general reduction of contact). Consequently, 
one aim of social distancing should be increasing the average net-
work distance between individuals by smartly and strategically 
manipulating the structure of interactions. Our illustration shows 
a viable path to keep the COVID-19 curve flat while allowing some 
social interaction: we must devise interaction strategies that make 
real-life networks look more like the network in Fig. 1c, and less 
like the network in Fig. 1a.

We propose a series of strategies on how individuals can make local 
decisions to achieve this goal. Understanding which types of strategies 
of targeted contact reduction and social distancing are more efficient 
in increasing path lengths and flattening the curve can inform how 
to shift from short-term (complete lockdown) to long-term manage-
ment of COVID-19 contagion processes. The contact reduction strat-
egies we propose are based on insights into how items flow through 
networks, such as diseases, memes, information or ideas14–17. Such 
spread is generally hampered when networks consist of densely con-
nected groups with few connections in-between (such as individuals 
who live in isolated villages scattered over sparse rural areas18). In con-
trast, contacts that bridge large distances are related to short paths and 
rapid spread. For instance, when commuters travel between these iso-
lated villages, network distances decrease substantially14,18. Using this 
knowledge, we can avoid rapid contagion by encouraging social dis-
tancing strategies that increase clustering and reduce network short-
cuts to reap the largest benefit of reducing social contact and limiting 
disease spread to a minimum. We propose three strategies aimed at 
increasing network clustering and eliminating shortcuts.

We outline the principles of the proposed strategies in Fig. 2. 
Figure 2a depicts a network in which densely connected communi-
ties are bridged by random, long-range ties. This type of network 
represents core features of real-world contact networks14 and is 
commonly known as a small-world network18. Within commu-
nities, individuals are similar to each other (as indicated by their 
node colour) and adjacent communities are geographically close 
(as indicated by node location). The further away two clusters are 
in the figure, the further they live from each other and the more 
dissimilar their members are. Figure 2a–d illustrates the successive, 
targeted contact reduction strategies, while the bar graph depicts 
the distribution of distances of all individuals from one of the two 
highlighted infection sources.
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Fig. 1 | two example networks. a–d, Two example networks (a and c) have the same number of nodes (individuals) and ties (social interactions) but 
different structures (shorter path lengths in a and longer path lengths in c), which imply different infection curves (b and d, respectively). Bold ties 
highlight the shortest infection path from the infection source to the last infected individual in the respective networks. Network node colour indicates at 
which step a node is infected and maps onto the colours of the histogram bars.
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In the first strategy (seek similarity; compare Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b), 
individuals choose their contact partners based on similarity of a 
predetermined individual characteristic19–21, such as those who live 
geographically close (spatial similarity), are members of the same 
organizations (for example, department at work) or are similar on 
continuous, highly variable demographic characteristics, such as 
age. Restructuring contact in this way reduces network bridges to 
groups of geographically distant others22 and to those with whom 
no organization or characteristic is shared; this contains the disease 
in localized areas of the network. A pre-requisite for this strategy is 
that people seek similarity on a dimension that facilitates forming 
many comparatively small groups (for example, based in neighbour-
hoods or small organizations). Segregation of large demographic 
groups, such as ethnic or racial segregation would not provide any 
measurable benefit. Further details are discussed in Box 1.

For the second strategy (strengthen communities; compare Fig. 
2b and Fig. 2c), individuals must consider with whom their con-
tact partners usually interact. When reducing contact, one should 
prioritize removing ties not embedded in triangles (a triangle is a 
network configuration of individuals i, j and h in which all three are 
mutually connected23,24). Thus, people should interact less with oth-
ers who are not in contact with their other usual contact partners. 
For example, two friends should only meet if they have many other 
friends in common. Keeping contact in cohesive communities char-
acterized by triangles can contain virus spread in local regions of the 
networks, rather than allowing it to spread to distant communities 
via network bridges25. This strategy is elaborated in Box 2.

For the third strategy (build bubbles through repeated contact; 
compare Fig. 2c and Fig. 2d), individuals must decide with whom 
they regularly want to interact and, over time, restrict interaction to 

those people. This reduces the number of contact partners rather 
than the number of interactions. This strategy of limiting contact 
to very few others with repeated interactions is in the spirit of a 
social contract with others to create social bubbles allowing only 
interactions within the same group delineated by common agree-
ment. Similarly, employers could create contained departmental or 
work unit bubbles of employees. These micro-communities are dif-
ficult for a virus to penetrate and—importantly—if the infection is 
contracted by one contact, it is difficult for the virus to spread much 
further. Details of the strategy and comparisons with strategy 2 are 
presented in Box 3.

We now demonstrate how these three contact strategies impact 
infection curves using formal stochastic infection models that 
incorporate core elements from infection models, ideal-type net-
work models and statistical relational event models. First, our 
model draws from classical disease modelling26,27 in which individu-
als (actors) can be in four states: susceptible; exposed (infected but 
not yet infectious); infectious; or recovered (no longer susceptible). 
At the start of the simulation, q actors are infectious while all others 
are susceptible. Susceptible actors can become exposed by having 
contact with infectious others; whether this contact results in con-
tagion is determined probabilistically. A designated amount of time 
after becoming exposed, actors become infectious, and later move 
to the recovered state.

Second, as in many previous models of the dynamics of epi-
demics, contact probabilities in the population are imposed by 
a network structure that limits contact opportunities between 
actors28–30. This network represents the typical contact people had 
in a pre-COVID-19 world in different so-called social circles19,20,31. It 
consists of network ties between individuals who live geographically  
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Fig. 2 | example networks that result from the successive tie-reduction strategies. a–d, Based on an initial small-world network (a), example networks 
are mapped based on removing ties to dissimilar others who live far away (b), removing non-embedded ties that are not part of triads or four-cycles (c) 
or repeating rather than extending contact (d). Node colour represents an individual characteristic, where similarity in node colour represents similarity 
in this characteristic. Node placement represents geographic location of residence. Ties to dissimilar others who live far away are indicated by ties 
substantially longer than the average (that is, to nodes that are placed distantly and have very different colours). e, Bar graph showing network distances 
from the infection sources (highlighted in yellow in a–d) for the different scenarios.
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close, individuals who are similar on individual attributes, such 
as age, education or income, and individuals who are members of 
common groups, such as households and institutions (including 
schools and workplaces). Additionally, the network includes ran-
dom connections in the population.

In the third component of the model, actors interact at discrete 
times with others from their personal network. During these meet-
ings, the disease can be spread from infectious actors to susceptible 
alters. Notably, in contrast with other modelling approaches, actors 
do not interact with alters in their personal network with uniform 
probability (that is, at random). Rather, they are purposeful actors 
who make strategic choices about interaction partners. Choices 
are determined stochastically; strategies increase the likelihood of 
interacting with specific alters but are not deterministic. The math-
ematical formulation that determines contact choice follows earlier 
approaches used in network evolution32 and relational event mod-
els33,34. A flowchart of the model is presented in Fig. 4.

Our simulations explore the three interaction strategies we pro-
pose. First, in our seek similarity strategy, actors choose to interact 
predominantly with others who are similar to themselves based on 
one or several specified attributes. Second, actors can adopt our 
strengthen community strategy and choose to interact mostly with 

alters who have common connections in the underlying network. 
Third, adopting our repeat-contact bubble strategy, actors can base 
their choices on whom they have interacted with out of their pre-
vious contacts, both as senders and receives of interactions (see 
Methods). In our analyses, these three strategies are compared with 
a baseline case that mirrors a naive contact reduction strategy (in 
which individuals reduce interaction but choose randomly among 
their network contacts) and a null model that represents unbridled 
contact without any distancing. To make the interaction strategies 
comparable, we empirically calibrate statistical model parameters so 
that the average entropy in the probability distribution that repre-
sents the likelihood of different interaction choices is identical for 
all strategies (see Methods)35.

Following an initial analysis that represents a benchmark sce-
nario of our disease model, we present a series of variations in 
modelling parameters that explore alternative scenarios and pro-
vide robustness checks. The benchmark scenario is conducted with 
2,000 actors, and the variations and robustness analyses are con-
ducted with 1,000 actors, unless otherwise specified.

Results
The average outcome of the benchmark scenario is presented in Fig. 
4. The x axis represents time (as measured in simulation steps per 
actor) and the y axis shows the number of individuals infected at 
this time step out of a total population of 2,000. Curves are averaged 
over 40 simulation runs. The first scenario in blue shows a null or 
control interaction model in which there is no social distancing and 
actors interact at random. The other four strategies all employ a 50% 
contact reduction relative to the null model and compare different 
contact reduction strategies. The black line represents naive social 
distancing in which actors reduce contact in a random fashion. The 
golden line represents the infection curve when actors employ our 
first strategy (that is, seek similarity). The green line models our 
second triadic strategy of strengthening communities and repre-
sents the associated infection curve. Finally, the dark red line shows 
how infections develop when actors employ our third strategy of 
repeating contact in bubbles.

All three of our strategies substantially slow the spread of the virus 
compared with either no intervention or simple, non-strategic social 
distancing. The most effective approach is the strategic reduction  

Strategy 1

In the first strategy, individuals choose their contact partners 
based on their individual characteristics. Generally, individu-
als tend to have contact with others who share common attrib-
utes, such as those in the same neighbourhood (geographical) 
or those of similar income or age (socio-demographic)19–21. The 
tendency to interact with similar others is called homophily 
in the sociological network literature20 and is a ubiquitous and 
well-established feature of social networks (thus, we use the 
terms ‘seek similarity’ and ‘homophily’ interchangeably). Be-
cause we are mostly connected to similar others, contact with 
dissimilar individuals tends to bridge to more distant commu-
nities. Restricting one’s contact so that we only come into con-
tact with those most similar helps to limit network bridges that 
substantially reduce network path lengths. This entails choosing 
to interact with those who are geographically proximate (for ex-
ample, living in the same neighbourhood) or those with similar 
characteristics (for example, age). Figure 2b shows the network 
structure after the implementation of this strategy of tie reduc-
tion. The associated bar graph illustrates that following this 
network-based intervention, a substantial number of nodes are 
at a larger distance from the infection source. This strategy will 
be successful when the characteristic or variable that determines 
the communities can take on a variety of different (categorical 
or continuous) values for different individuals, thereby promot-
ing the formation of small communities. A broader split, such 
as along gender or ethnic lines, does not promise measurable 
success but will instead probably exacerbate the negative conse-
quences of distancing measures.

This strategy is supported by epidemiological modelling, 
which suggests that co-residence and mixing of individuals 
from different ages (for example, inter-generational households) 
strongly increases the spread of infectious disease, such as 
COVID-19 (ref. 22). Providing a concrete example, if people 
only interact with others in a three-block radius (increase 
geographic similarity), more than 30 transmission events would 
be necessary for a virus to travel 100 blocks. Workplaces where 
many individuals come together could, for instance, implement 
routines to decrease contact between groups from different 
geographic areas or age groups.

Strategy 2

For the second strategy, individuals must consider with whom 
their contact partners usually interact. A common feature of con-
tact networks is triadic closure, referring to the fact that contact 
partners of an individual tend to be connected themselves19,23,24. 
Tie embedding in triads is a particularly useful topology for con-
taining epidemic outbreaks. Consider a closed triad of individu-
als i, j and h. When i infects j and h, the connection between j and 
h does not contribute to further disease spread; in other words, 
it is a redundant contact25. When comparing networks with an 
identical number of connections, networks with more redun-
dant ties tend to have longer path lengths. Accordingly, when re-
moving contact with others, one should prioritize removing ties 
not embedded in triads, since these ties generally decrease path 
lengths. In practice, this means that physical contact should be 
curtailed with people who are not also connected to one’s usual 
other social contacts. Figure 2c illustrates the structure if ties that 
are not part of closed triads or four-cycles are removed. In this 
ideal-type example, this intervention not only further reduces 
the network distance of many nodes from the infection sources, 
but also creates isolated communities that cannot be infected by 
the virus.
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of interaction with repeated contacts. Compared with the random 
contact reduction strategy, the average infection curve delays the 
peak of infections by 37%, decreases the height of the peak by 60% 
and results in 30% fewer infected individuals at the end of the 
simulation. This is marginally more efficient than the strengthen-
ing community strategy and the seeking similarity strategy, in this 
order (respective values: delay of peak: 34 and 18%, decrease in peak 
height: 49 and 44%; reduction of infected individuals: 19 and 2%). 
Note that these metrics cannot be interpreted as general estimates of 
the efficiency of these strategies in real-world networks.

Summarizing the sensitivity and robustness analyses presented 
below, strategic contact reduction has a substantive effect on flat-
tening the curve compared with simple social distancing consis-
tently across all scenarios. However, interesting variations occur. 
Full average infection curves and a description of the results for 
all model variations are presented in Extended Data Figs. 1–7 and 
Supplementary Information.

Different operationalizations of homophily. In the benchmark 
model, the seek similarity strategy was employed on one demo-
graphic attribute. However, in real-world social networks, individu-
als are homophilous on multiple characteristics36. Furthermore, the 
benchmark model only uses demographic homophily, while we pre-
viously also discussed the importance of geographic homophily. In 
a variation of the seek similarity strategy, we show that using geo-
graphic homophily for contact reduction is highly efficient—much 

more so than homophily based on demographic attributes (Extended 
Data Fig. 1b). Geographic homophily or similarity effectively elimi-
nates contacts with distant others in the network. In a further analy-
sis, we compare the benefits of using one dimension of demographic 
homophily or a composite of two dimensions that structure the net-
work. This explores whether we should focus on interacting with 
persons similar in one dedicated dimension or seek out others who 
are similar in multiple dimensions simultaneously. Encouragingly, 
the focus on one strategic dimension of homophily provides similar 
outcomes to reducing demographic distance on both dimensions. In 
our limited example, this means that homophily can be encouraged 
only on the dimension that has lesser adverse consequences for soci-
etal cohesion, as opposed to reduction on both dimensions. Infection 
curves are presented in Extended Data Fig. 1c,d.

Employing mixed strategies. Since most individuals in a 
post-lockdown world need to interact across multiple social circles 
(for example, workplace, extended family and so on), employing only 
one strategy might not be practical. A mix of different strategies could 
therefore be more realistic for everyday use. We tested how four pos-
sible combinations of mixing strategies (three two-way combinations 
and one three-way combination) compare with the single strategies of 
seeking similarity and strengthening communities. We found that the 
combined strategies are comparably as effective as single strategies 
(see Extended Data Fig. 2) and can be recommended as alternatives 
if single strategies are not practicable in some contexts. Importantly, 
each combination performs better in limiting infection spread com-
pared with the naive contact reduction strategy.

Varying the number of actors in the simulation. The computa-
tional complexity of our simulation prohibits assessing disease 
dynamics in very large networks (for example, 100,000+ actors), 
even on large distributed systems. Nevertheless, we can compare 
simulations using the same local network topology as the bench-
mark model on networks of 500, 1,000, 2,000 and 4,000 actors. 
Reassuringly, we find no variation of the relative effectiveness of 
the different interaction strategies by network size (see Extended 
Data Fig. 3). While this does not fully allow extrapolation to very 
large networks, it provides initial support that disease spread under 
the model could be similar within differently sized sub-regions of 
larger, real-world networks.

Varying the underlying network structure. The generation process 
of the ideal-type network that provides the opportunity structure 
among individuals with whom they can interact contains multiple 
degrees of freedom. These include the average number of contacts 
and the importance of different foci (geography, groups and attri-
butes) in structuring contact. We provide infection curves for mul-
tiple scenarios in Extended Data Figs. 4 and 5, showing that our 
strategies work largely independent of the underlying structure. A 
first noteworthy finding from these simulations is that in networks 
with fewer connection opportunities, all strategies have much larger 
benefits compared with networks with more connection opportu-
nities (Extended Data Fig. 4c,d). In fact, the strengthening com-
munity strategy does not seem to work anymore in scenarios with 
very high average connectivity in the underlying network—prob-
ably because of a large number of closed triangles. This shows that 
in communities that have lower connectivity, spread can be con-
tained even more effectively. As a second finding, we see that in 
cases where the underlying network is not structured by homophily, 
the seeking similarity strategy does not work (Extended Data Fig. 
5c), illustrating how the strategy relies on predetermined structural 
network features.

Variation in infectiousness and the length of the exposed period. 
Differences in infectiousness of the virus, and variations of the 

Strategy 3

For the third strategy, individuals need to selectively consider 
who they want to regularly interact with and, over time, restrict 
interaction to those people. This reduces the number of contact 
partners rather than the number of interactions, which is par-
ticularly important when contact is necessary for psychological 
well-being. Although this requires coordination, it would be 
difficult for a virus to penetrate micro-communities and—im-
portantly—if the infection were to be contracted by one con-
tact, it would be difficult for the virus to spread much further. 
Another implication of this strategy includes the repetition of 
interaction with others who overlap across more than one con-
tact group. For example, meeting co-workers outside of work 
for socializing will have less of an impact on the virus spread 
relative to a separate group of friends, since a potential infec-
tion path already exists. Having tight and consistent networks of 
medical or community-based carers for those more vulnerable 
to COVID-19 (the elderly and people with pre-existing condi-
tions) limits the transmission chain. Organizations can leverage 
this strategy by structuring staggered and grouped shifts so that 
individuals have repeated physical contact with a limited group 
rather than dispersing throughout an organization. Figure 2d il-
lustrates the resulting network structure.

Strategies 2 and 3 are similar in that they build on pre-existing 
network structures. However, their difference lies in the 
determinants of individual interaction. Strategy 2 relies on a 
stable and established network structure of durable relations. 
Individuals need to consider which individuals are members of 
their usual groups (for example, friends, family and co-workers) 
and which pairs of individuals among their usual contacts 
interact with one another. Strategy 3 relies on a strategic decision 
to form the most convenient and effective bubbles and restrict 
contact to within this bubble over time. In this sense, strategy 2 
is easier to implement, since individuals are able to shape their 
contacts themselves, while strategy 3 requires coordinated action 
of everyone involved in a given bubble.
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time during which individuals are in the exposed state relative to 
the infectious state do not influence the relative effectiveness of the 
different strategies, and average infection curves are presented in 
Extended Data Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.

Discussion
In the absence of a vaccine against COVID-19, governments and 
organizations face economic and social pressures to gradually and 
safely open up societies, yet they lack scientific evidence on how 
to do this. We provide clear social network-based strategies to 
empower individuals and organizations to adopt safer contact pat-
terns across multiple domains by enabling individuals to differen-
tiate between high- and low-impact contacts. The result may also 
be higher compliance since it empowers individuals to strategically 
adjust and control their own interactions without being requested 
to fully isolate. Instead of blanket self-isolation policies, the empha-
sis on similar, community-based and repetitive contacts is easy to 
understand and implement, thus making distancing measures more 
palatable over longer periods of time.

How can this be applied to real-world settings? When a firm 
lockdown is no longer mandated or recommended, individuals 
will want or need to interact in different social circles (for example, 
at the workplace or with wider family). In some of these settings, 
seeking similarity might not be possible (for example, in schools 
in which teachers and students of different ages come together). 

Consequently, the simple one-at-a-time strategic recommenda-
tions we analysed in most simulations might be impossible to 
strictly follow for some. Our sensitivity analysis using mixed strat-
egies addresses this concern. For example, does mixing the three 
strategies still provide benefits or do they counteract one another? 
Reassuringly, our results show that a mix of strategies still provide 
comparable benefits to single strategies, and all work considerably 
better than simply releasing a floodgate of full non-strategic con-
tact; however, further modelling is needed to assess the implications 
across a variety of contexts. When approaching this issue from a 
policy perspective, the design of steps to ease lockdown can be done 
with potential behavioural recommendations in mind: if network 
structures and demographic characteristics of individuals in par-
ticular regions suggest that the use of one strategy will yield the best 
results, decisions on which contact opportunities to allow (such as 
opening schools or local shops) might be taken so that this strategy 
can be adhered to most easily.

A second discussion point concerns potential unintended con-
sequences of recommending our strengthening community and 
seeking similarity strategies. Our analyses and reasoning clearly 
should not be used to justify any form of racial or social group seg-
regation or similar vulgar ideas. Beyond the obvious ethical and 
social consequences, segregation into such large groups would not 
be effective in curbing the spread of the virus, since strategic con-
tact reduction relies on limiting contact to many small connected 

An individual i is
randomly chosen

Yes

NoDoes i contact 
someone?

Individual i contacts a neighbour
with probability πcontact

A neighbour j is chosen with
probability p(i → j ) 

Yes

NoIs i infectious
and j susceptible?

Yes

NoIs j infectious
and i susceptible?

Individual j gets exposed with
probability πinfection

Individual i gets exposed with
probability πinfection

Time step
T + 1

All individuals are 
susceptible

q seed nodes
become infectious

Yes

No

Is anyone exposed
or infectious?

Simulation
ends

Individuals who
passed Tinfection

recover

Individuals who
passed Texposure

become infectious

Time step
T = 0 

Fig. 3 | Flowchart of the simulation model. Squares indicate updating steps to individuals or the entire system. Diamond shapes represent decisions that 
determine the subsequent step in the simulation. In the iterative part of the model, a random individual i is chosen to initiate interactions with probability 
πcontact. When an interaction is initiated, a contact partner j is chosen with probability p i ! jð Þ

I
 following a multinomial choice model. If either interaction 

partner is infectious and the other is susceptible, contagion occurs with probability πinfection. Subsequently, among all individuals in the simulation, those 
who are in the exposed state for more than Texposure transition to the infectious state and those who are in the infectious state for more than Tinfection recover. 
These recursive steps are repeated until all individuals are either in the susceptible or recovered state. The colours red, green and yellow relate closely to 
the steps in the SEIR model, where red squares govern the transition from susceptible to exposed, the yellow square governs the transition from exposed 
to infectious, and the green square governs the transition from infectious to recovered. The purple square represents the step at which individuals 
strategically choose interaction partners to limit disease spread.
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network regions not splitting into large groups. We acknowledge 
that advocating the creation of small communities and contact with 
mostly similar others on some dimensions could potentially result 
in the long-term reduction of intergroup contact and an associated 
rise in inequality37. In our simulations, we explored this concern by 
comparing the scenarios when homophilous ties in the underlying 
network are formed following similarity in multiple dimensions 
(for example, age and income). Our test of whether minimizing the 
overall difference in the two modelled attributes of contacts versus 
only reducing homophily on one dimension suggests that choosing 
one salient attribute can already be very effective. These findings 
provide preliminary evidence that policymakers could make smart 
choices relevant to their local context in deciding which attribute 
people should pay attention to, keeping the potential social conse-
quences in mind. Nevertheless, combining similarity on two simu-
lated individual-level attributes into a single indicator is still very 
likely to understate the complexity of how multiple individual traits 
intersect, and structure social interaction. Our conclusions about 
the intersectionality of multiple individual traits for disease spread 
remain tentative. This highlights that understanding the long-term 
social consequences of which types of public spaces are opened and, 
accordingly, which types of interaction are allowed requires more 
research and should be a chief concern in policy-making. Taking 
all of these considerations into consideration, for the moment, our 
simulations that explore the effect of increasing geographic prox-
imity and the theoretical appeal of seeking similarity on residential 
location would make geographic similarity the preferred dimension 
when giving guidance to policymakers.

Third, a shortcoming of our simulation study is the limited 
number of network actors. While we varied the number of nodes 
from 500 to 4,000 and found no substantial difference in the results, 
we do not know the dynamics of the model in large networks of, 
for example, 100,000+ actors. In the current implementation of 
the model, the computational complexity increases more than 
linearly with the number of actors, which makes simulations with 
such numbers unrealistic. Consequently, algorithmic work on the 
model implementation is needed to extend its applicability to large, 
real-world networks, offering clear extensions for future research.

Despite these limitations, some concrete policy guidelines can 
be deduced from our network-based strategies. For hospital or 
essential workers, risk can be minimized by introducing shifts 
with a similar composition of employees (that is, repeating contact 
and creating bubbles) and distributing people into shifts based on, 
for example, residential proximity where possible (that is, seeking 

similarity). In workplaces and schools, staggering shifts and lessons 
with different start, end and break times by discrete organizational 
units and classrooms will keep contact in small groups and reduce 
contact between them. When providing private or home care to the 
elderly or vulnerable, the same person should visit rather than rotat-
ing or taking turns, and that person should be the one with fewest 
bridging ties to other groups and who lives the closest (geographi-
cally). Repeated social meetings of individuals of similar ages who 
live alone carry a comparatively low risk. However, in a household 
of five, when each person interacts with disparate sets of friends, 
many shortcuts are being formed that are potentially connected to a 
very high risk of spreading the disease.

In summary, simple behavioural rules can go a long way in keep-
ing the curve flat. As the pressure increases throughout a pandemic 
to ease stringent lockdown measures, to relieve social, psychological 
and economic burdens, our approach provides insights to individu-
als, governments and organizations about three simple strategies: 
seeking similarity; strengthening interactions within communities; 
and repeated interaction with the same people to create bubbles.

Methods
Generation of stylized networks. The stylized binary network x that represents 
interaction opportunities is based on the typical contact people had in a 
pre-COVID-19 world. It is generated stochastically as the composite of four 
sub-processes that follow fairly standard ideal-type network-generating 
approaches. Representing place of residence, actors are assumed to have a fixed 
geographic location, as determined by coordinates in a two-dimensional space. 
They are members of groups (such as households) and institutions (such as 
schools or workplaces) and have individual attributes (such as age, education 
or income). Network ties are generated so that actors have some connections 
to geographically close alters, some ties to members of the same groups 
(representing, for example, co-workers), some ties to alters with similar attributes 
(for example, similar age) and some ties to random alters in the population. 
Jointly, these sub-processes create networks that have realistic values of local 
clustering, path lengths and homophily. All ties in the network are defined 
as undirected. The number of actors in the network is denoted by n. For the 
benchmark scenario presented in Fig. 4, n = 2,000, and for the variations and 
robustness analyses, n = 1,000, unless otherwise stated. In particular, the network 
sub-processes are defined as follows.

The first sub-process represents tie formation based on geographic proximity38. 
First, all actors in the network are randomly placed into a two-dimensional square. 
Second, each actor draws the number of contacts it forms in this sub-process dgeo,i 
from a uniform distribution between dgeo,min and dgeo,max; for example, if dgeo,min = 10 
and dgeo,max = 20, every actor forms a random number of ties between 10 and 20 
in this sub-process. Third, the user-defined density in geographic tie-formation 
dgeo defines the geographic proximity of contacts drawn, so that actor i randomly 
forms dgeo,i ties among those dgeo,i/dgeo that are close in Euclidean distance from 
actor i. For example, if actor i is posed to form dgeo,i = 12 ties and dgeo = 0.5, the actor 
randomly choses 12 out of the 24 closest alters to form a tie to. Across all simulated 
networks, we set dgeo = 0.3. Fourth, unilateral choices (where only i selected j but 
not vice versa) are symmetrized so that a non-directed connection exists between 
the actors.

The second sub-process represents tie formation in organizational foci (for 
example, workplaces)39. First, each actor is randomly assigned to a group so that 
all groups have on average m members. Second, each actor forms ties at random 
to other members within the same groups with a probability of ggroups. For example, 
when m = 10 and ggroups = 0.5, a tie from each actor to every alter in the same group 
is formed with a probability of 50%. Third, unilateral ties are symmetrized as 
above.

The third sub-process represents tie formation based on homophily (that is, 
seeking similarity); for example, similarity in age or income21. First, each actor is 
assigned an individual attribute ai between 0 and 100 with uniform probability 
(the scale of ai cancels later in the model). Second, for each actor, the normalized 
similarity simi,j to all alters j is calculated, which is 1 minus the absolute difference 
between ai and aj for actor j, divided by 100 (the range of the variable), so that 
simi,j = 1 when i and j have the identical value of a, and simi,j = 0 if they are at 
opposite ends of the scale. Third, each actor draws the number of contacts it forms 
in this sub-process dhomo,i from a uniform distribution between dhomo,min and dhomo,max. 
Fourth, each actor creates dhomo,i ties to alters j in the networks with a probability 
that is proportional to (simij)w, where higher values of w mean that individuals 
prefer more similar others. Across all reported simulations, we set w = 2. Fifth, 
unilateral ties are symmetrized as above.

The fourth sub-process represents haphazard ties that are not captured by any 
of the above processes. Here, simply, z ties per actor are created with respect to 
randomly chosen alters.
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Fig. 4 | average infection curves. Curves compare four contact reduction 
strategies with the null model of no social distancing. The underlying 
network structure includes 2,000 actors and the benchmark network 
characteristics described in the main text.
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Definition of simulation model. Let the binary network x represent interaction 
opportunities between n individuals, labelled from 1 to n. Each node i can be 
characterized by a set of attributes aki

� �

I
 (for example, age or location).

Our model aims to reproduce the process of individuals interacting with some 
of these potential contacts. Similar to the classic SIR model26 (in which individuals 
are susceptible, infectious or recovered) and its SEIR extension27 (in which they are 
susceptible, exposed, infectious and then recovered), we assume that individuals 
can be in four different states: either susceptible to the disease, exposed (infected 
but not yet infectious), infectious or recovered. Infection occurs through social 
interactions, which are modelled in a similar fashion to the dynamic actor-oriented 
model34 developed for relational events. More specifically, our model comprises the 
following steps:

 1. At each step of the process, one individual is picked at random and initiates 
an interaction with the probability πcontact.

 2. An actor initiating an interaction can only pick one interaction partner. Only 
potential partners as defined by the network x can be chosen. The decision 
to interact is unilateral and depends on characteristics of the two persons 
through a probability model p.

 3. An infectious individual infects a healthy person when they interact, who 
then becomes exposed. This contagion occurs with the probability πinfection.

 4. After a fixed number of steps Texposure, an exposed individual becomes 
infectious.

 5. After becoming infectious, recovery occurs within Trecovery steps. Once recov-
ered, individuals can no longer be infected.

 6. The process ends once there is no longer anyone exposed or infectious.

The steps of the model are illustrated in Fig. 3. Note that the mechanics of the 
infection align with previously proposed agent-based versions of the SIR and SEIR 
models40,41. Together, the probabilities πcontact and πinfection play a similar role to the 
classic infectivity rate β in SIR and SEIR models. The rate β models the average 
number of contacts per person (modelled here through πcontact) and the likelihood 
of infection (represented by πinfection); however, the equivalence is not direct due to 
the added step of the interaction probability p. The exposure and recovery times 
replace the classic exposure and recovery rates (often traditionally denoted as σ and 
γ) in a straightforward manner.

We turn to the definition of the probability model p. Let Ni be the set of 
potential contacts, or alters j of a given individual i in the network x. We define for 
each step t of the process: Li(j,t) as the number of previous interactions between i 
and an alter j, within the past λ interactions of i. In our simulations, the number λ 
was arbitrarily set to 2 but can be adjusted easily in the replication files.

For each alter j 2 Ni

I
, the value s(i,j) represents the statistic driving the 

strategical choice of i to pick j. Specifically, we define three different ways 
depending on whether the homophily, triadic (that is, strengthening community) 
or repetition bubble strategy is chosen (however, other arbitrary statistics can be 
defined). The statistic ssimilarity accounts for the level of similarity between i and j 
given a set of attributes; scommunity corresponds to the number of alters they share, 
and srepetition is the count of previous interactions within the past λ contacts of i. In 
practice, these statistics are calculated as:

ssimilarity i; jð Þ ¼ 1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P

k aki � akj
 2

r

max
h;l

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
k akh � akl
� 2q 

�min
h;l

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
k akh � akl
� 2q 

scommunity i; jð Þ ¼
Xn

h¼1

xi;hxj;h

srepetition i; jð Þ ¼ Liðj; tÞ

The probability for i to pick j is defined as a multinomial choice probability42, follo 
wing the logic of previous relational event34 and stochastic network models32. The 
intuition behind this distribution is that each potential partner in Ni is assigned 
an objective function value, and choosing a partner is based on these values. 
Mathematically, the objective function is an exponentiated linear function of the 
statistic s(i,j), weighted by a parameter α. We further assume that individuals can 
reduce a certain percentage of their interactions. Considering the probability πcontact 
of initiating an interaction in the first place, the relevant probability distribution 
becomes:

p i ! jjπcontact; αð Þ ¼ πcontact
exp α*s i; jð Þð ÞP

j02Ni
exp α*s i; j0ð Þð Þ

These probabilities can be loosely interpreted in terms of log-transformed odds 
ratios, similar to logit models. Given two potential partners j1 and j2 for whom the 
statistic s increases by one unit (that is, s(i,j2) = s(i,j1) + 1), the following log ratio 
simplifies to:

log
p i ! j2jπcontact; αð Þ
p i ! j1jπcontact; αð Þ ¼ α

For example, if we use s = srepetition and αrepetition = log[2], the probability of picking one 
alter present in the past contacts of i is twice as high as picking another alter who 
is not.

Calibration of model parameters. The strategy of picking an interaction 
partner at random corresponds to the model without any statistic s, reducing 
the probability distribution to a uniform 1. For the three other strategies, 
the parameters αsimilarity, αcommunity and αrepetition are adjusted to keep the models 
comparable.

To this end, we use the measure of explained variation for dynamic network 
models devised by Snijders35. This measure builds on the Shannon entropy and can 
be applied to our model to assess the degree of certainty in individual’s choices. For 
a given individual i at a step t, this measure is defined as:

rH i; tjπcontact; αð Þ ¼ 1þ
P

j2Ni
p i ! jjπcontact;αð Þlog2 p i ! jjπcontact; αð Þ½ 

log2 jNij½ 

Intuitively, this measure equals 0 in the case of the random strategy where  
the probability of picking any alter is identical. It increases whenever some 
outcomes are favoured over others and equals 1 if one outcome has all of the 
probability mass.

Since the model assumes that all individuals are equally likely to initiate 
interactions, we can average this measure over all actors. Moreover, in the case of 
the repetition strategy, the measure is time dependent. Thus, we use its expected 
value over the whole process. We finally use the following aggregated measure to 
evaluate the certainty of outcomes of a specific strategy:

RH πcontact; αð Þ ¼ 1
n

Xn

i¼1

E rH i; tð Þ½ 

For this article, we first fix the parameter αrepetition at a value of 2.5 and calculate 
an estimated value cRH πcontact;αrepetition

� 

I
 of this measure. This experience-based 

parameter choice results in an associated RH value between 0.3 and 0.5 in the 
different scenario, which is realistic in terms of size (see the definition above). 
To compare this model with others, we then define the parameters αsimilarity and 
αcommunity that verify:

cRH πcontact; αrepetition
� 

¼ RH πcontact; αhomophily
� 

¼ RH πcontact;αcommunity
� 

using a standard optimization algorithm. The average parameters across 
simulations for the different network scenarios are αcommunity = 0.75 and 
αsimilarity = 17.6. While the latter parameter appears large, note that the associated 
statistic ssimilarity ranges from 0 to 1, with most realized values close to 1. The R 
code associated with all of the calculations is provided in the online repository 
referenced in the Code Availability statement.

Parametrization of the different simulations. Unless otherwise specified, all 
simulations use πcontact = 0.5 except for the null model, which uses πcontact = 1. In 
all simulations except those that vary the infectiousness, πinfection = 0.8. Unless 
otherwise noted, Texposure = 1n and πinfection = 4n. Given the substantial computational 
burden involved in conducting the simulations, 48 repetitions were run for 
networks with n ≤ 1,000, with 40 for larger networks. Experiments varying Texposure 
and πinfection used 24 repetitions.

For the experiments that vary the structure of the underlying network and 
the network size, the parameters that guide the stochastic network creation are 
presented in Supplementary Table 1. Descriptive statistics of these networks are 
presented in Supplementary Table 2. The underlying networks that are used in the 
other variation experiments are generated according to the parameters denoted ‘1: 
baseline’ in Supplementary Table 1.

The four experiments that vary the time during which individuals are in the 
exposed state before becoming infectious use values for Texposure of 0, 1n, 2n, 3n  
and 4n.

The four experiments that vary the infectiousness of the disease use values for 
πinfection of 0.55, 0.65, 0.80 and 0.95.

The experiment that used geography as the basis of the homophily strategy 
was created according to the ‘1: baseline’ parameters but used the Euclidean 
distance in geographic placement as the basis for choosing interaction partners 
in the homophily strategy. The two experiments on multidimensional homophily 
used underlying networks created following the ‘1: baseline’ parameters, with 
the exception that instead of one homophilous attribute, two attributes were 
defined and the number of ties created according to the homophily parameter 
was split evenly between the two dimensions. The homophily strategy used for 
the simulated infection curves in the two scenarios differs in the sense that in the 
first, individuals interact according to minimizing the absolute difference in both 
attributes. In the second scenario, only the first attribute is used as the basis of the 
homophily strategy and the second attribute is ignored.

For the experiments using mixed strategies, the probability of partner choice 
p i ! jð Þ
I

 can depend on a vector of statistics and parameters34. The entropy based 
on a set parameter vector was used to calibrate the parameter for the homophily 
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and triadic closure strategy as comparison cases. Parameter choices rely on 
experimentation to result in similar entropy values to when using single strategies. 
For the mixed strategy of repetition and homophily, the parameters were set to 
αsimiliarity = 7 and αrepetition = 1.6. For the mixed strategy of repetition and triadic 
closure, the parameters were set to αcommunity = 0.35 and αrepetition = 1.6. For the mixed 
strategy of homophily and triadic closure, the parameters were set to αsimiliarity = 6 
and αcommunity = 0.35. For the mixed strategy incorporating all three, the parameters 
were set to αsimiliarity = 4, αcommunity = 0.3 and αrepetition = 1.2.

The simulated average infection curves for all experiments can be found in 
Extended Data Figs. 1–7. Descriptive results for the simulations, in terms of delay 
of peak, height of peak and total number infected at the end of the simulation, are 
presented in Supplementary Table 3. Note that the descriptive statistics in this table 
present the averages of characteristics of the repetitions of the simulated infection 
curves, which are not the same as the characteristics of the average infection curves 
as presented in Extended Data Figs. 1–7.

Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the 
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
No empirical data was used in this article, only simulated data. Routines to produce 
the simulated data are fully disclosed in the online resource presented in the Code 
Availability section.

Code availability
The replication files for this paper, including the R code associated with all 
calculations and customized functions in the statistics environment R and an 
example script, are available on Zenodo (https://zenodo.org/record/3782465), a 
general-purpose open-access repository developed under the European OpenAIRE 
programme and operated by CERN.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | average infection curves varying by the operationalisation of homophily. Curves compare 4 contact reduction strategies to the 
null model of no social distancing, as described in the main text. (a) Reference model with standard operationalisation of homophily; (b) model with 
homophily based on geographic proximity; (c) underlying network model with homophily based on two dimensions, interaction strategy minimises the 
overall difference along both attributes; (d) underlying network model with homophily based on two dimensions, interaction strategy minimises the 
difference only on the first attribute.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | average infection curves when employing mixed strategies. Curves compare 4 contact reduction strategies to the null model of 
no social distancing, as described in the main text. (a) Mixed strategy of repetition and triadic closure; (b) mixed strategy of repetition and homophily; (c) 
mixed strategy of repetition, homophily, and triadic closure; (d) mixed strategy of homophily and triadic closure.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | average infection curves of networks of different size. Curves compare 4 contact reduction strategies to the null model of no 
social distancing, as described in the main text. (a) 500 actors; (b) 1000 actors; (c) 2000 actors; (d) 4000 actors.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | average infection curves of networks with different topologies. Curves compare 4 contact reduction strategies to the null model 
of no social distancing, as described in the main text. Names refer to the parametrisation given in Supplementary Table 1. (a) baseline scenario; (b) 
random network; (c) higher degree; (d) lower degree.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | average infection curves of networks with different topologies. Curves compare 4 contact reduction strategies to the null model 
of no social distancing, as described in the main text. Names refer to the parametrisation given in Supplementary Table 1. (a) no groups; (b) no geography; 
(c) small world-ish.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | average infection curves of networks with varying levels of infectiousness of the virus. Curves compare 4 contact reduction 
strategies to the null model of no social distancing, as described in the main text. (a) πinfection = 0.55; (b) πinfection = 0.65; (c) πinfection = 0.8; (d) πinfection = 0.95.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | average infection curves of networks with varying levels of time actors spend in state “exposed”. Curves compare 4 contact 
reduction strategies to the null model of no social distancing, as described in the main text. (a) Texposed = 0; (b) Texposed = 1n; (c) Texposed = 2n; (d) Texposed = 3n; (e) 
Texposed = 4n.
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